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Good afternoon, and thank you to Chair Brooks-Powers and members of the committee

for holding today’s budget hearing for Fiscal Year 2025. My name is Elizabeth Adams

and I am the Deputy Executive Director for Public Affairs at Transportation Alternatives

(TA). TA and FSS advocate for safe and equitable streets across the five boroughs.

Streets Plan and project funding

In an ongoing traffic violence crisis and in the 10
th
year of New York City being a Vision

Zero city, we cannot afford further delays in the full and urgent implementation of the

Streets Plan. In 2023, the City built 5.2 out of 30 miles of bus lanes and 31.9 out of 50

miles of bike lanes. This is unacceptable in a City where 260 were killed by traffic

violence and 3019 were seriously injured last year. 2023 was the deadliest year for bike

riders since 1999. Vision Zero investments are also a matter of equity: while whiter,

wealthier communities have safer streets than ten years ago, lower-income communities

and communities of color have actually experienced an increase in traffic violence. We

need the city to double down in building infrastructure to address these inequities.

How we complete our projects is as important as getting them done. When the City

daylights an intersection, DOT should do more than paint over the space, prioritizing

hardened infrastructure that achieves multiple goals, like rain gardens, bioswales, bike

storage, and more. Riding a bike is safest in a protected bike lane (beyond paint and

plastic posts), and more permanent street infrastructure lasts longer. The City budget

should provide dedicated funding for hardened daylighting infrastructure.

Furthermore, when we invest in sustainable, safe, and equitable transportation across

the five boroughs, we see the benefits multifold: reducing air pollution, supporting

public health, creating more space for people, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and

more. Dollars spent on real mobility solutions are deeply connected to the overall

wellbeing of a city. By reducing traffic deaths, New York City has saved New Yorkers

$8.3 billion over the past ten years, from wage and productivity losses, medical

expenses, administrative expenses, motor-vehicle damage, employers’ uninsured costs,

and value of lost quality of life.

https://transalt.org/press-releases/transportation-alternatives-and-families-for-safe-streets-analyze-data-from-first-10-years-of-vision-zero
https://transalt.org/press-releases/transportation-alternatives-and-families-for-safe-streets-analyze-data-from-first-10-years-of-vision-zero


Additionally, we should be prioritizing engineering and infrastructure over educational

campaigns, repurposing those funds for tangible projects that create safe streets.

Building safe, sustainable, and multimodal transportation infrastructure is also key to

surviving the climate emergency, and every project is an opportunity to advance our

emissions reduction goals. We cannot afford further delays if New York is to be a leader

in the fight against the climate crisis.

Re-affirm the City’s commitment to pedestrian plaza space

The Streets Plan requirement for creating pedestrian plaza space sunsetted at the end of

2023. In the recent update to our Spatial Equity NYC site, we found that communities

with the largest population of Black, Latino, and Asian New Yorkers have significantly

less access to pedestrian plazas.

Some New Yorkers are left entirely without plaza access. In 10 New York City Council

districts, zero residents live within walking distance — one-half mile — of a pedestrian

plaza. These districts also have significant potential to benefit from plaza access, due to

other spatial inequities, as these 10 districts also have on average: 34% fewer benches

per capita, 20% fewer residents in walking distance to a park, 50% fewer bike parking

spaces, a 17% higher likelihood of living in a floodplain, an 8% higher traffic fatality rate,

and both higher summertime temperatures and less sidewalk space — as compared to

the average New York City Council district.

TA calls on the Council to extend the Streets Plan annual requirement for pedestrian

space, to include the addition of one million square feet of plazas per year, and

appropriate funds for this purpose.

Open Streets & School Streets

We need permanent, 24/7 Open Streets across the five boroughs, and the City must

allocate sufficient funds to support Open Street partners and sponsors. We urge the

DOT to transition existing open streets into more permanent fixtures with infrastructure

to discourage car access and slow speeds, and the resources required for City agencies to

be the primary caretaker of Open Streets, easing the burden on volunteers. One of the

key challenges has been a lack of resources and staffing to sustain these critical

community hubs. We request more funding be allocated to Open Streets for this budget

so that DOT can grow this program.



Where agency staff is unavailable, the City must create and fund an Open Streets

Caretaker program, which pays local businesses, community organizations, and

residents to care for Open Streets.

Open Streets for Schools, also called School Streets, restrict car access to streets outside

schools during school hours, providing a safe space for pick-up and drop-off. School

Streets also activate the space outside of schools for safe play and learning. School

Streets in the UK have been found to reduce air pollution by as much as 74% and

car-free Open Streets in New York City have reduced crashes by as much as 77%. DOT

and DOE must work together to create safe, pedestrianized spaces for students and

school communities to learn and play outside, and allocate dedicated funds in the FY25

budget to support and expand the program.

Restore Crossing Guard Funding

The safety of our children is of paramount importance, and ensuring their secure

passage to and from school is a fundamental responsibility of our city. Crossing guards

protect our most vulnerable, and are key to ensuring street safety equity.

Vehicular crashes are the leading cause of injury-related deaths for children in New

York City, and streets near predominantly non-white schools are 43 percent more

dangerous than those near primarily white schools. On school days, there are 57

percent more crashes and 25 percent more injuries per mile on streets near schools than

on the city’s other streets.

Funding for crossing guards in New York City was cut by 18% in June 2023,

jeopardizing the safety of our students and the overall well-being of our community. The

intersection where a 7 year old in Fort Greene was killed in October 2023 lost its

crossing guard.

The reinstatement of funding for crossing guards is crucial to maintaining a safe school

environment for our children, as they often face hazardous conditions while commuting

to school.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UVVmMxxgFBlKSgE-h9sZn3s4sP7wKWmC/view
https://nyc.streetsblog.org/2022/01/11/by-the-numbers-car-free-streets-are-simply-safer-data-continue-to-show/


Congestion Pricing

This year will mark the first year of New York’s first-in-the-nation congestion pricing

initiative. While congestion pricing is a state program, the NYCDOT has an important

role to play. Right now is the most valuable time for the City to make it easier and more

attractive for New Yorkers to use other modes of transportation to commute to work

other than their personal vehicle.

We call on the City to convert car space freed-up by congestion pricing into space for

people. Congestion pricing will dramatically reduce traffic volumes throughout New

York City, freeing up acres of public space. The Department of Transportation must

immediately publish a plan for putting this space to higher use, including converting car

lanes into protected bike lanes, car-free busways and bus lanes, and new pedestrian

spaces that ensure that every New Yorker feels the benefits of congestion pricing.

Speeding up projects that are projected to help New Yorkers travel to and around the

congestion pricing zone via a bus, bike, or other sustainable transportation mode will

pay dividends in the long run. When taking the bus is reliable, quick, and efficient, more

New Yorkers will opt in.

Fiscal Year 2025 can be the year New York City takes great strides in making our streets

safer, more equitable, and sustainable for all. We are counting on you to make it happen.

Thank you.

-
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My name is Alia Soomro and I am the Deputy Director for New York City Policy at the New York
League of Conservation Voters (NYLCV). NYLCV is a statewide environmental advocacy
organization representing over 30,000 members in New York City. Thank you, Chair
Brooks-Powers, as well as members of the Committee on Transportation for the opportunity to
comment.

In order to effectively fight climate change and protect public health, we need to reimagine how
people live and move in our City. According to the New York City Comptroller’s Climate
Dashboard, New York City’s transportation sector is the second highest source of NYC’s
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG). Moreover, private vehicles account for 90% of
transportation-based energy use in NYC and are the largest contributors to
transportation-related emissions and air pollution, which disproportionately impacts
environmental justice communities.

NYLCV has long-advocated that everyone should have access to reliable, affordable, and clean
transportation in addition to safe streets and open spaces. We need to decrease the amount of
private vehicles on our streets since they contribute a significant percentage of our carbon
emissions and result in public health issues such as air pollution and asthma, vehicle crashes,
congestion, and noise pollution. These issues are only more prevalent in New York City’s
low-income and communities of color, which experience longer commutes, poor air pollution,
higher asthma rates, and more premature deaths.

NYLCV urges the City to prioritize and fully fund the NYC Streets Master Plan, 25x25, and
Vision Zero initiatives. NYLCV appreciated the City Council’s prioritization of Vision Zero and
Fair Fares in the Council’s FY25 Preliminary Budget Response; however, the Mayor’s FY25
Executive Budget did not make a lot of progress on these fronts, especially for Vision Zero.
These plans and programs will help on multiple fronts, including improving infrastructure for
transit, cycling, and pedestrians as well as reducing the amount of dangerous vehicles on the
streets, and reinforcing the use of public transportation and micro-mobility options.

NYC Streets Master Plan
NYLCV urges the City to fully commit and fund the NYC Department of Transportation’s (DOT)
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https://comptroller.nyc.gov/services/for-the-public/nyc-climate-dashboard/emissions/
https://comptroller.nyc.gov/services/for-the-public/nyc-climate-dashboard/emissions/
https://climate.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/PowerUpNYC.pdf
https://climate.cityofnewyork.us/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/PowerUpNYC.pdf


NYC Streets Plan, an extensive five-year plan mandated by law that would expand and improve
public transportation options and transition NYC’s streets away from being entirely
car-dominated, focusing on equity and safety. This will all be accomplished specifically by
requiring the City to install 250 miles of protected bike lanes and 150 miles of dedicated bus
lanes, 500 bus stop upgrades, 1,000 intersection signal improvements, 400 intersection
redesigns, 500 accessible pedestrian signs, in addition to improving pedestrian spaces,
commercial loading zones, and parking spaces, within five years. On top of these goals, on the
campaign trail Mayor Adams committed to installing 300 miles of protected bike lanes. However,
as of this year, key benchmarks mandated by the Plan were missed. Most concerning is the lack
of progress the City made on protected bus lanes—only 5.2 miles were completed even though
30 miles are the target. As Speaker Adams highlighted in her State of the City Address, we urge
the City to get back on track to meet these benchmarks, including prioritizing investments in bus
stop upgrades and protected bike lanes to make our streets safer.

Ahead of this summer’s rollout of Congestion Pricing, NYLCV appreciated DOT’s
recently-released report, Connecting to the Core, which details new and existing projects that
will make it easier for New Yorkers to travel car-free to and through Manhattan’s core. We hope
the City continues to prioritize and fund the projects included in that report, as well as the goals
included in the NYC Streets Plan. This will not only get us back on track with the Streets Plan’s
mandated milestones, but to make it easier for New Yorkers to get out of their private cars and
into cleaner modes of transportation. The Streets Plan can be an effective tool that works in
tandem with Congestion Pricing, and with the rollout of this program, the City must plan
holistically and equitably, prioritizing areas of the City that have been historically neglected. We
encourage the City to continue working with the State to increase bus service frequency,
enforce bus and bike lanes, and connect shared e-bike and e-scooter programs in transit
deserts to mass transit before congestion pricing goes into effect to give commuters options and
make it easier to get out of cars.

25X25 Plan and Vision Zero
We also urge the City to prioritize and fund the 25x25 plan and Vision Zero. The 25x25 plan
would convert 25% of current parking and driving space into space for people by 2025. It seeks
to reduce street lanes and parking for cars and instead increase protected bus and bike lanes to
improve commuting as well as increase green space. As the Covid-19 pandemic showed us, we
cannot underestimate the importance of public space from a pedestrian, cyclist, environmental,
and climate perspective. NYLCV appreciated the Administration’s appointment of the City’s first
Chief Public Realm Officer, and we urge the City to continue prioritizing open streets and public
spaces, especially in areas of the City that have historically been neglected.

Vision Zero, which was launched in 2014, called for eliminating all traffic deaths across the five
boroughs by 2024. It sought to do this with expanded penalties and enforcements for dangerous
car drivers and new street designs. However, with 2024 upon us and one year for the 25x25
plan, we are not close to achieving the City’s own goals. While we appreciate recent progress
improving pedestrian safety, we need to increase funding for Vision Zero, especially around
education, if we are to have safer and more equitable streets. The Mayor’s FY25 Preliminary
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https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3954291&GUID=D37BA0B0-9AB6-434B-A82E-E49A7895A1A4&
https://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/nyc-streets-plan-update-2024-spread.pdf
https://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pr2024/connect-core-access-business-district.shtml
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2024-03-11/new-york-city-s-decade-long-battle-for-pedestrian-safety?srnd=citylab&sref=0IejgNtz
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2024-03-11/new-york-city-s-decade-long-battle-for-pedestrian-safety?srnd=citylab&sref=0IejgNtz


Budget included a $3 million funding reduction in the Vision Zero Education and Outreach
Program. Although the Council’s FY25 Preliminary Budget Response called on the
Administration to restore $3 million for Vision Zero education and outreach, the Executive
Budget did not include a restoration of this funding. Additionally, there are also a number of
Vision Zero projects which have been decreased or pushed out; specifically, Vision Zero Great
Streets Northern Boulevard Phase 1 which had $78.3 million in funding pushed from Fiscal
2028 to 2029. NYLCV urges the Administration to restore these PEGs in the FY25 Final
Adopted Budget. Decreasing funding for policies and delaying plans that reduce traffic violence
is the wrong approach.

Lastly, NYLCV supports DOT’s NYC Red Light Camera State legislative proposals, which
includes renewing and expanding the City’s Red Light Camera Program (S2812/A5259)
(Gounardes/Dinowitz) and authorizing vehicle registration suspensions for repeat offenders
(S451/A7621) (Gianaris/Magnarelli). These bills will help the City’s efforts to move towards
Vision Zero and we hope the Council will show support.

Fair Fares
The Fair Fares program is crucial in making public transportation more accessible for New
Yorkers. The program helps eligible New Yorkers with low incomes manage their transportation
costs by providing them with discounted subway and bus fares. NYLCV appreciated the
Council’s FY25 Preliminary Budget Response calling for increasing the eligibility to 200% of the
federal poverty line. This expansion would require an additional $54.2 million in baselined
funding, bringing the total baseline budget for Fair Fares up to $149.2 million. Increasing
eligibility and funding would effectively dovetail with a provision that was included in the NY
State budget, which authorizes the MTA to enroll someone who is caught evading the fare in
Fair Fares (assuming they're eligible) rather than ticketing them. Not only do we need greater
investment in the Fair Fares program to expand eligibility, we also need more investment for
outreach and education to make sure the many who currently qualify are using the program, as
well as expansion of the program so that other forms of public transportation discounts such as
for Citi-Bike, Metro North, and Long Island Railroad, are included. With the cost of living only
increasing, it is critical that we ensure affordable transportation for everyone. NYLCV hopes the
Administration includes this in the final FY25 Adopted Budget.

We need to create, improve, and encourage the use of low emission modes of transportation as
an alternative to cars. This is why it is imperative that the City fully commits and funds the NYC
Streets Plan, 25x25, Vision Zero, and Fair Fares, in addition to prioritizing DOT staff retention
and hiring. We hope the Council will work with the Administration to fund these crucial initiatives
and plans in the Final FY25 Adopted Budget so we can have a truly accessible and equitable
City.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
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On October 20, 2020 the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York ruled that the New 
York City Department of Transportation had violated federal and state anti‐discrimination laws by failing to 
make the city intersections accessible for pedestrians who are blind, deafblind and visually impaired. In 2022 
NYC DOT began implementing the courts remedial order by installing Accessible Pedestrian Signals, APS at 
intersections throughout the five boroughs. As an Orientation and Mobility Instructor, teaching safe travel 
skills to pedestrians who are blind, I have been frustrated by the poor APS installations I have encountered. 
The Second Annual Report by the Independent Monitor dated February 9, 2024 details how many of these 
installations are not following best practice and are not useful to the population they are intended to assist. 
  
Accessible Pedestrian Signals are necessary due to the changes in traffic signals and traffic sounds. In the past 
the green light for the drivers and the walk signal for pedestrians went on simultaneously. The pedestrian 
heard the surge of the parallel traffic, knew the walk signal was on and it was time to begin crossing. Complex 
signalization that protects the pedestrian from turning cars such as Leading Pedestrian Intervals, LPI and 
Exclusive Pedestrian Phases, EPPs place the pedestrian who is blind in danger because the walk signal goes on 
but the traffic movement is delayed. If a pedestrian cannot see the pedestrian walk signal, they do not know it 
is safe to begin crossing. When these types of traffic controls are present, a pedestrian stepping into the street 
at the initiation of traffic movement is at a disadvantage because the drivers have waited for their “turn” and 
may not yield to a single pedestrian crossing late in the cycle. APS are also necessary due to the increase in 
electric and hybrid cars which are quiet and do not make the engine sounds needed for a traveler who is blind 
to determine the traffic pattern and when it is safe to begin crossing the street. APS are also useful for anyone 
who has difficulty seeing the walk signal when bright sun creates glare. 
  
The New York City Department of Transportation requires a budget that allows for proper installations of 
Accessible Pedestrian Signals, proper maintenance of all APS after installation and an effective compliance 
program. The Executive Budget must provide these funds.  
  
Respectfully submitted, 
Annalyn Courtney 
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Certified Orientation and Mobility Specialist 
Visions Services for the Blind 
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